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We begin this issue of the Caribbean Journal of International
Relations & Diplomacy with three extensive and thought-provoking
original research articles. They cover a wide array of topics and
perspectives, something that speaks well to both our broad
mandate as an outward-looking journal of international studies
that is situated in the Caribbean, and also the varied interests of
our readership and contributors.
The first article, by Alessandro Badella, addresses the question
of democracy promotion in Cuba. Specifically, he argues that,
despite welcome shifts in US policy towards the country during the
Obama administration’s second term, there remain a number of
thorny tensions complicating the new diplomatic relationship
between the two countries. Although it is undeniable that
Washington has fostered a meaningful, long overdue, and, in an
overarching sense, hopefully irreversible rapprochement with
Havana, the rhetoric of progress appears—to some extent, at
least—to overstate the reality. So, while Obama has certainly
jettisoned the harsh language and counter-productive bullying of
the Bush administration, along with, of course, liberalizing policy in
many important areas, the underlying rationale of US policy
endures. One element of this is the fact that, in the disaggregated
US political system, the presidency is only one institution among
many with real power. Congress, which is presently dominated by
Republicans who remain far from convinced by Obama’s direction
of travel, has dragged its feet and frustrated a White House keen to
move more swiftly in normalizing commercial and legal relations.
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Consequently, large parts of the edifice of the Cuban embargo
remain stubbornly undisturbed, despite the best efforts of the
President. Yet equally, Badella argues, the Obama administration
itself should also carry some of the blame for maintaining an oftentense atmosphere of mutual suspicion. This is particularly clear in
the area of democracy promotion: a highly controversial—and
frequently destabilizing—endeavor undertaken by powerful
Western states and institutions, usually with mixed results which
are, somewhat paradoxically, often disastrous for engendering
actual democratic change.1 In short, while there is much to
celebrate in the thawing of US-Cuba relations, the kind of regime
change—or, as Badella puts it, evolution—that has long been a
central goal of Washington’s strategic policy towards Havana,
remains very much in place with potentially deleterious effects.
In our second article, Tavis Jules takes us in a rather different
direction. In a thoughtful and ambitious paper, he seeks to
challenge the more doom-laden pronouncements regarding the
situation in which Caribbean integration finds itself (this is, I must
admit, something of which I myself have been particularly guilty of
late).2 By drawing, in a highly novel and sophisticated way, on a set
of debates in the regionalism literature in International Relations
(IR) and International Political Economy (IPE), Jules explains how,
by focusing on the infamous ‘pause’ in the Caribbean Single Market
and Economy (CSME), most analysts blind themselves to the much
wider range of integrative processes that are continuing apace. He
develops the concept of ‘trans-regionalism’ to show how, in fact,
new relationships are occurring at a trans-hemispheric level into
which an increasingly ‘multi-centric’ Caribbean regionalism is
being inserted, with a range of implications for our understanding
of it. His primary conclusion in the article is that a form ‘metasteering’ via ‘strategic coordination’ is coming to typify a regional
project which dominant (and sometimes glib) discourses of decline
and atrophy are unable to capture. As someone who is responsible
for some of these more negative accounts of contemporary
integration, I appreciate the challenge laid down in this article.3 I
agree, moreover, with its intellectual thrust: it is crucial that, as
academics, we think expansively about integration as a series of
processes that occur at multiple levels, including outside of the
formal, and often ossified, institutions with which we are familiar.
However, at the same time, there are dangers in advancing an
optimistic account—indeed, even a panglossian one—of where the
Caribbean Community (CARICOM) finds itself currently: very real
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institutional challenges face the body right now, and it is, in my
view, unclear whether it will survive into the 2020s in anything like
its current form. Of course, following Jules’s analysis, that might not
matter; just because CARICOM might be in decline, it does not
follow automatically that broader integration processes of which it
is just one part—and with which it should not be conflated—are
decaying too. They may, in fact, be strengthening in poorly
understood ways; following Jules’s argument, it is our job to seek to
uncover these tendencies and explain their significance.
In our final research article, Jean-Pierre Murray returns to
questions of US foreign policy. His focus is on Latin America, and,
specifically, the ‘narcotization’ of US-Colombia relations since the
dawning of the War on Drugs. This is an important paper, and it
develops a welcome analytical tendency in the journal that began
with Suzette Haughton’s recent article that brought theoretical
concerns from the international security literature—notably the
idea of ‘securitization’—to bear analytically on her analysis of the
‘Dudus Affair’ in Jamaica.4 Murray’s argument is similar, but, in
many ways also rather chilling: the US has continually adopted a
national security approach that forced the (arguably unnecessary)
militarization and securitization of the relationship with Bogota.
Over a period of decades, Washington imposed ever more arduous
expectations on various Colombian governments, and frequently
punished them, even when they went out of their way to go beyond
that which was expected of them. Compliance, in other words, was
no guarantee of a softening of US policy. Even today, Murray
suggests, despite the fact that the War on Drugs has failed on just
about every measure—and generated an enormous cost, both in
terms of money and lives lost—the relationship between the two
countries remains essentially narcotized. When read in tandem
with Badella’s article earlier in the journal, it is clear that, despite
the best efforts of a genuinely reformist President in Obama, as
illustrated by his radical stance on issues as diverse as Cuba,
cannabis legalization or gay marriage—a deeply coercive streak
remains predominant in US foreign policy, often with counterproductive consequences.
Continuing the theme of narcotics, Kevin Edmonds provides us
with an excellent policy brief from the frontline of Caribbean ganja
production in St Vincent and the Grenadines. Edmonds spent a
number of months engaging in deep ethnographic research in the
hills of both St Lucia and St Vincent, two of the Windward Islands,
which, along with Dominica, saw their banana industries decimated
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in the mid-2000s.5 In the absence of other options, this in turn
pushed large numbers of farmers into the highly unstable and
dangerous cultivation of cannabis. Thankfully, the specter of past
‘weed-eater’ operations in which US Marines would destroy
cannabis crops, and the victimization that accompanied them, has
receded from view, not least because many states in the US have
now legalized cannabis themselves, something that places them at
odds with federal law, and in turn places Washington at odds with
other countries as it finds itself in breach of its multilateral drug
treaty commitments. Moreover, Jamaica has also decriminalized
ganja, and is leading the way in terms of both a more humane
‘harm reduction’ approach to drug use (as opposed to
criminalization) as well as developing medical research capacity.
Yet as Edmonds argues, the Caribbean as a whole could well be
missing the boat as a new opportunity presents itself and quickly
disappears. Without creative decriminalization policies, he
suggests, countries like St Vincent and St Lucia—as well as the
region as a whole—will be throwing away the chance to create
employment opportunities in the licit economy for marginalized
rural populations, as well as other value-added opportunities in a
legal cannabis economy. This is something that firms in the US, in
particular, are already moving ahead quickly with. Will the
Caribbean be left behind once again?
Finally, we end this issue with a wonderful reflective piece. In a
wide-ranging and often moving interview, Peter Clegg revisits the
Grenadian Revolution with Selwyn Strachan. Conducted in Bristol
at the University of the West of England in the middle of 2014,
Strachan looks back to the New Jewel Movement, and offers an
honest recounting of both the highs and lows of the People’s
Revolutionary Government (PRG)—including, of course, his own
role in it—some thirty years after the event. What struck me as I
read the interview, as someone who was born just a few months
after the PRG came to power and who has only experienced the
revolution through the history books and discussions with those of
a more mature vintage who remember it themselves, is just how
resonant this period in Caribbean history remains today as we
consider the developmental problématique in the region.
As one keen observer of the time regularly reminds me, the PRG
ultimately failed politically and diplomatically: like the majority of
revolutions, its children began to eat themselves, and its flagrantly
ideological bent almost inevitably invited the opposition of an
increasingly militaristic US under Reagan. However, its political
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economy was far more successful, and arguably provided many of
the answers to the quite pressing questions with which the region
is faced today. Caribbean countries regularly struggle with broadly
the same problems, albeit in intensified form, which have dogged
them since independence: external reliance on foreign capital;
atrophying agriculture; the dominance of merchant import-export
activity and a lack of domestic production; widespread poverty,
inequality and human insecurity that is masked by the figures for
GDP per capita against which international comparisons are made.
For all of their faults, the revolutionaries in Grenada had
answers to these basic problems, and, indeed, far better answers
than those that have been provided ‘off-the-shelf’ by technocrats
from Washington in the neoliberal era.6 Their solutions were
grounded in domestic production and agro-processing, putting the
country to work, and sharing the fruits of its labor. Perhaps
ironically, such a programme, when stripped of its Marxist rhetoric,
is, in many ways, little different to the kind of social democratic or
‘developmental state’ interventionism that has marked the
Scandinavian states on the one hand, and many fast-growing East
Asian ones on the other, since the 1960s. Sadly, though, it became
ship-wrecked on the rocks of ideology as its increasingly radical
and vocal Marxist flourishes belied what was, in truth, a rather
more prosaic, pragmatic, developmentalist approach to managing
the national household, engendering structural productive change
and therefore development of a real kind.
Consequently, the Grenadian Revolution remains—in my view,
at least—something of an inspiration for any meaningful approach
to political economy that seeks to solve the kinds of challenges with
which the region is currently faced. Overcoming the problem of
chronic food insecurity, alleviating debt burdens, building
sustainable industries that generate pronounced and stable
growth, and so on, all require much more than simply ‘free
markets’. We know, as the PRG did, what liberal market capitalism
means in the Caribbean: quite simply, the extraction of wealth by
international capital, and the perpetuation of enduring pathologies
of underdevelopment. The only way to overcome this, as I have
argued previously, is to build institutions of governance that do not
accept markets as they are presently composed, but that rather
seek to reshape them.7 This is a lesson that fast-developing
countries have long since learned, but it still seems to elude many
Caribbean policymakers. They would do well to re-read some
histories of the PRG; there is much value to be found in them.
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